BRINGING TOGETHER
THE BEST OF BOTH –
PEDAGOGY AND DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY!
A textbook series
that builds skills
effortlessly in
young learners

LEARN HOW TO LEARN WITH

2

OUR THOUGHT

AVAILABLE TITLES

Children need to develop a love for reading
and engaging with books. Since textbooks
occupy a central place in the life of
school-going children, they need to be
written and designed in such a way that
children feel like picking them up without
compulsion. ClassEdge Imprints
series strives to achieve this
through textbooks designed by
experienced writers, teachers
and graphic designers.

1. ClassEdge Imprints English (Grades 1 to 3)
2. ClassEdge Imprints Math (Grades 1 to 3)
3. ClassEdge Imprints World Around Us (Grades 1 to 3)

OUR DESIGN

3

Based on the recommendations of the National Curriculum Framework
(NCF) 2005, the series promotes 21st century skills thinking through
multiple learning experiences or MLExTM – the learning
philosophy of Tata Classedge.
The series is also aligned to the recommendations
of the National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 and is
designed to help make education “…more experiential,
holistic, integrated, discovery-oriented, learner-centred,
discussion-based, flexible, and, of course, enjoyable.”
They present material on different skill and subject areas
listed in the NEP, including reading, writing, speaking,
science and mathematics; material that will help young
children “transition gradually from play-based learning to
more formal but interactive classroom learning”.

e is a
Each titl
ree
set of th
books

Experiential
Learning

Knowledge
Construction

Critical
Thinking

A visually rich,
activity-based TEXTBOOK
with concept explanation
and skill focus

A colourful and engaging
WORKBOOK
for extended practice

A TEACHER GUIDE with
pedagogically sound activity
and enrichment ideas to design
engaging learning experiences in
the classroom

OUR SPECIAL FEATURES

Spaced practice to reduce workload and enhance long-term retention

Colourful visual design that brings the books alive

Activities and exercises designed to promote 21st century skills
such as creativity, critical thinking, communication, collaboration,
and computational thinking
4
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Grade-appropriate language across all subject books

Let’s Write

Write a Story

WHERE DO WE GET ENERGY FROM?

Write a story using the given outline.

Addition Facts

two boys – on their way home from school – heard someone – looked around – a girl
had fallen in a pit – the boys got a rope – helped the girl come out – girl thanked the
two boys – the girls’ parents told the school teacher about the boys’ bravery – school
gave them an award

I have 2 apples.
I have 0 apples!
Finally, lunchtime. I need some energy for
the games period.

I’m feeling great… full of energy!

The sun gives us light energy and heat energy.
Plants use energy from
the sun to make food.
Animals eat plants
to get energy.

+
2 apples

Read the
outline

=
0 apples

2 apples

Use the words
in the outline
and add more
words to form
complete
sentences.

Add details to
make the story
interesting. But
do not change
the story.

Give the story
a title.

Story Title: ____________________________________________

It’s ok Pasha.You can
have this apple.

One day, two boys were going back home from school. On the way, they heard
someone calling for help. They looked around and found a girl at the bottom of
a deep pit.

What happens when we add 0 to a number?
When we add 0 to a number, the answer is the number itself.

Lots of art, craft and thinking activities

Follow the
points in the
outline in the
same order.

Now, expand the outline. Also, give your story a title.

Heat energy from the sun
dries the clothes.

Energy from the sun is known as solar energy. Nowadays, solar energy is captured in
specially designed solar panels and used to generate electricity at homes and bigger
buildings as well.
The trapped solar energy can be
used to do many things.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

3 turtles

_____________________________________________________________________

=

+
0 turtles

3 turtles

133

=

+

Scan the code to know more.

to heat water

4 bats

1 bat
22

Jiggy draws a picture using 1 rectangle, 1 square, 2 circles and
1 triangle. Which of these is Jiggy’s drawing?
Tick ( ) the correct option.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
to cook food

Think!

_____________________________________________________________________

When we add 1 to a number, we get the next number.

to make electricity

Look around! You can see things that roll or slide.
Tick ( ) the sliding things. Cross out ( × ) the rolling things.

How will you do it?

How many apples do Jiya and Pasha have in all?

We get energy from the food we eat. We do not get enough energy if we do not eat on
time or if we do not eat the right food.

Life Connect

_____________________________________________________________________
5 bats

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

HERE IS HELP

(1) Does it have 1 square

?

(2) Does it have 2 circles
(3) Does it have 1 triangle

?
?

(b)

(c)

(d)

Yes

/ No

Yes

/ No

Yes

/ No

If all your answers are “Yes” then you have found the correct answer!

64
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? (a)

Which drawing has 1 rectangle
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Easy access to integrated digital content

Portfolio activities for creative expression

QR codes for easy access to the corresponding digital material (MATH, EVS)

PO RT FO LIO

Patterns
Complete the activity and put in a file.

Here is a colourful pattern. Now make a pattern of your own.

EVS

You need:
(1) Two lady’s finger of similar sizes
(2) Three poster colours of your choice
Steps:
(1) Ask an adult to cut the lady’s finger into half.
(2) What will be the order of colours in the pattern? Write here.

Your
Photo

(3) Dip the lady’s finger in the colours and stamp on the paper to make
your pattern.

Art work by (write your name here):
Class:
Year:

Audio QR codes for building listening skills (ENGLISH)
6
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Let’s Listen
PO RT FO LIO

Carrot Cake

Listen carefully. Circle the things that Anuj
needs to shop for to make a carrot cake.

Scan the code to listen
to the audio clip.

Plants
Complete the activity and put in a file.

Stick things we get from plants in the picture.
Petals: Grains, daal, spices, oilseed and tea powder
Leaves: Fruit and vegetable seeds

PO RT FO LIO

Origami – Dog Face

Origami is the Japanese art of folding
paper to make interesting shapes.
Follow the instructions to make your own origami dog face.

1

2

baking powder

flour

cabbage

milk

3

honey
6

5

4

Do you like dogs? Why or why not?

cinnamon

Shop Talk!

walnuts

butter

carrots

almonds

Let’s Talk

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Let’s Talk

Language is not just a tool for communication. It is what allows us to understand the
world around us, voice our ideas and opinions, and reveal our creative side. ClassEdge
Imprints English has been designed to help learners develop the skills necessary
for such diverse uses of language. In line with recommendations of the National
Curriculum Framework (NCF) 2005, it focuses not just on grammar and vocabulary, but
also on the development of reading, listening, speaking and writing skills. We hope to
take learners on an exciting and fun-filled journey that language learning is.

Tell Us abou
t It

Do you know

how to descr

 Use of storytelling, dialogues and role-playing to build

t? Read how

Pasha does

it.

Use: draw water
from the well
store water
or
Size: big
Shape: round

conversation and self-expression skills

Colour: silver
Made of: steel
Now, comp

lete the exerc

clay

 Speaking prompts situated in familiar, everyday scenarios

ise and descr

brown

ibe this fruit

bowl to your

keeping fruits

partner.

round

small

Use: __________

__________

______

Size: __________

__________

______

Shape: _____

 Model conversations/scaffolding provided to

__________

_________

Colour: _____

__________

________

Made of: _____

__________

assist students

_______

7
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14 A Rainy
Day

Let’s Get Started

Let’s Get
Started

Solve the riddles

____________
____________

Grammar

Grammar Time

. The answer
s are things
I spy with my
in the picture
eye, someth
.
To drink in this
ing warm,
monsoon storm.
____________
_

I spy with my
eye, someth
Yellow, with
ing to eat,
some lime,
sour and sweet.
I spy with my
eye, someth
To cover the
ing
child, his clothes to wear,
and hair.

Theme-based, fun warm-up activities

_

_

Time

.
ositions
Time Prep nces from the story again

sente
6 a.m.
Read these
Monday at
ed there on
She had reach
Try this!

sition.
correct propo
s. Write the
ng.
every morni
Fill in the blank
_____ 10
go to work _____
My parents
days.
_____ Thurs
a holiday _____
My father has
night.
er example.
_____ 9 every
Read anoth
I go to bed _____
y.
Sunda
y __________
ay.
is on Saturd the My school has a holida
days.
My birthday
in
_____ all
party is at 7
_____ 8 _____
My birthday
The bell rings _____
evening.
s.
in the blank
t preposition
s
. Write the correc
Find My Doll
lost. Find them
are
dolls
Seema’s

s
are preposition
‘On’ and ‘at’
days
use ‘on’ with
of time. We
time.
and ‘at’ with
of the week

 Grammar introduced in context, making it fun and accessible

for students

ENG_GR_03_201
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 Concept explanation presented using simple language

12:13:12

Let’s Read

Let’s Read

ge
On the Brid

a little fish–
If I could see I just now wish!
That is what his great round eyes
I want to seein surprise.
Always open
glide
rat would
I wish a water other side;
Slowly to the spider sit
g
Or a dancin flags1 a bit.
On the yellow
to throw,
some stones
show.
I think I’ll get
pretty circles
the
-boat,
And watch
sail a flower
Or shall we slowly–slowly float?
it
And watch
never know
cause you
That’s nice–be it means to go;
see,
How far away rrow comes, you
to-mo
sea.
when
And
wide
the great
It may be in

 Diverse text types – stories, poems and informational text

~ Kate Greena

 Engaging plotlines and age-appropriate language to help

develop an interest in reading

1

e;
flags – flagston

a type of flat

make roads,
stone used to
24

Chinu and
the Sun-Bird
People

way

bridges, pathwa

 Exercises to check overall comprehension and understanding

of new vocabulary

Let’s Read

around
crashed into the village spoke about
the water. Scientis
nothing else
cleaned, no
that day. A
ts came and
one
spaceship had
collected the
swimming and else paid any attentio
pieces. Once
n.
the lake was
bottom of the boating. Nobody noticed People went back to the
lake for fishing,
lake.
a small bubble
-like egg that
lay at the
Soon, the bubble
broke. An alien
had blue-gr
creatur
een skin and
and webbe
big white eyes e squeezed itself out.
d feet. Wings
It looked strange
grew betwee above a wide mouth
. It
. It had long
n its body and
thin legs
The creatur
arms.
e wanted to
fly
to swim, it
hid in the dark but it was scared of
people. When
waters of the
the childre
lake.
n came
One day, a
young boy
named Chinu
swim away,
dived into the
he saw the
little creatur
creature seemed
e. Chinu was lake. Just as he turned
just
as
afraid. It pointed
frightened
understood
to
at first! But
that the creatur
upwards. Chinu
e wanted to
was puzzled the tiny
go up.
, but then
Chinu led the
came out of creature to another side
the
of the lake,
strength from water. It turned its
away from
face to the
people. The
sunlight so
sun. Chinu
creature
he started calling
it a sun-bird. realised that it got its

142
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GE
LEN
Say this loud, and say this fast:

Peter Piper told Roger Baker,
“Never ever put pepper on bitter butter.”

and reading select sounds

Let’s Write

Let’s Write

12:14:02

creative expression

 Scaffolding provided to help students build

independent writing skills

You could use
tives.
these adjec
friendly
playful
happy
attractive

__
__________
__________
__________
__________
__
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__
_____
_____
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
_____
_____
_______
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
_____
__________
_______
__________
__________
__________
_____
_____
_____
__________
__________
__
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
_____
_____
__________
__________
__________
101
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 A fun tongue-twister in every chapter to practise the sounds

Let’s Listen

Origami –
Dog Face

Origami is the
paper to make Japanese art of folding
interesting
shapes.
Follow the
instructions
to make your
own origam

1

P

Let’s Liste
n

O R T F O L IO

2

 Perforated pages that can be exhibited in school

or filed at home

3

6

5

Do you like
dogs? Why
or why not?
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
158

Listen to the

audio. Tick

1. Who is speaki

listening comprehension skills

() the correc

ng?

HIGHLIGHTS

t answer.

the food seller

2. What happe
Meenal
ned many years
ago?
an earthquake
3. Why did people
a flood
have no money
?
They had no
crops to sell.
4. What did
The flood took
people do with
the money.
the pumpkins?
made many
tasty things
5. Why does
sold them
the woman
make pumpk
in treats every
She finds pumpk
year?
in tasty.
It reminds her
to never give
up.
6

 QR codes for easy access to audio pieces
ENG_GR_03_2

A book which allows children to explore, experiment, and express
themselves confidently in English

019.10.14_V09.i
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Vocabulary Builder
 Theme-based introduction of new vocabulary

12:09:01

Development of literary appreciation (stories, poems and informational text)

y Builder
Vocabular
describe
use verbs to
action. We can
nment is an
Saving the enviro nature.
guard
how we can
from the box.
with the verbs
Fill in the blanks
print
plant
purify
protect
pollute

Action Plan

forests
____________
and trees. Trees
___ the air.
____________

one
____________
tree
.
each month

PLAN

car or
Travel in one
rt because
use public transpo
________
cars ____________
the air.

A clear focus on listening, speaking, reading and writing (LSRW) skills, along
with grammar and vocabulary – in line with NCF recommendations

prevent

Do not use plastic.
___
____________
n.
plastic pollutio

Engaging, visually attractive worksheets

___ a
____________
if
worksheet only
necessary.

An emphasis on enhancing comprehension and inferential skills

 Fun exercises to build familiarity with words
113
31-10-2019

ndd 113
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ENG_GR_03_2

PORTFOLIO

i dog face.

 A blend of art, craft and language skills

Scan the code
to listen
to the audio
clip.

 Context-rich exercises that aid developing

(NCERT recommended themes)

parrot.
Polynesia, the
describing
.
paragraph
Write a short
the help boxes
words from
has two legs
You can use
round beak
and a tail
can talk
teeth
has a trunk
doesn’t have
can fly
eats chillies
rs
feathe
with
covered

ENG_GR_03

Don’t Give
Up

12:13:06

12:13:56

the Parrot

Polynesia,

 Diverse writing prompts focused on

142
9.10.14_V09.indd

 Exercises building familiarity with identifying
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AL

hut.
the roof of the
is _____________
cart.
The red doll
the bullock
is _____________
___ the cat.
The green doll
tree __________
ng from the
doll is hangi
The yellow
the mud pot.
is _____________
doll
blue
.
The
the bridge
is _____________
The pink doll
139

 Fun exercises to reinforce learning

ys, etc.

31-10-2019
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Let’s Talk
ibe an objec

This bucke
t is
big and round made of steel. It is
It is used to . It is silver in colour
.
draw water
well. We can
from the
store water
in it.

Room for creative expression through portfolio activities

4

Interactive Experience

Scan code to view
explanatory audio-visual

Big Idea

Life Connect

Teaching Questions

An age and grade-appropriate
introduction to the chapter with
a scenario familiar to children

ClassEdge Imprints MATH series for primary classes is designed to promote experiential learning through
creative, child-friendly ways. It allows students to construct their knowledge by encouraging them to ask
questions, analyse problems and express their understanding through thoughtfully designed activities.
Inclusion of learning elements such as puzzles, stories and craft activities helps correlate classroom math
with its everyday application. Equal importance has been given to number operations, shapes, spatial
understanding, patterns, measurement and data handling. Care has been taken to help young learners
seamlessly progress from the concrete to abstract. Math is all around us. Come, let’s experience it!

Information presented in a
question-answer format as most of
the times children themselves wonder
about things and ask questions

Discover

A scenario that connects concepts to life
skills or values

A creative task to enable children to explore
and articulate new knowledge

Life Connect

Discover

Many objects around us have straight or curved edges.
A cupboard

How do we add and subtract capacities?

10

Integrated
Learning in
Line with
NCF

Each

mug can hold 1 litre.

Surahi =

Now Try This

=

Edge

+

=

litres

+

+

+

Total number of apples =
Number of baskets = 3
Number of apples in each basket =

litres

÷3=

apples

11

Think!

Multiple
Chapters

Let’s Revise

Activities that
children can do with
minimal help using
simple manipulatives

litres

Observe and Record

An application-based
question type

A critical thinking question modelled on
the International Math Olympiad, with
guided steps to solve it

Chapter
level

Math Lab

=

Find Out

An immediate practice to
help children retrieve and
apply new knowledge

Constructing
the Main Idea

+

Bucket =

In-text

Development
of Critical
Thinking
Skills

Edge

Jug =
+

to draw equal number of apples in each basket.

A wheel

ords s
w WW
Nee
w ord

N

Let’s use abacus to make numbers.
Draw beads to make four numbers in the increasing order.

H

Let’s Practise

Questions that help children estimate
and calculate faster

An end of chapter comprehensive exercise including a Challenge
exercise (modelled on International Math Olympiad )

Revision modules for consolidation
of concepts

Math Lab

Th

An activity for data collection, analysis
and interpretation

Mental Math

T

O

Th

H

T

O

Th

H

T

O

Th

H

T

O

Reinforcing new
words introduced
in the chapter

Points to Remember
A visual summary that
encourages children to put
things together to form the
main idea

STICKER PAGE
O
P O R TF O LI

Sticker activities to
reinforce concepts and
Art and craft
O R T F O L IO make learning fun
P
activities that
encourage
creative
expression

ClassEdge Imprints WORLD AROUND US series for primary classes is designed to promote experiential learning
through creative, child-friendly ways. It allows children to construct their knowledge by encouraging them to ask
questions, analyse problems, try out small experiments and express their understanding through thoughtfully
designed activities. Care has been taken to introduce children to their natural and social environment through
a holistic approach. Values such as empathy, diversity, inclusion and dignity of labour have been thoughtfully
woven in with the concepts. Come, let us explore the wonders of the world around us!

Big Idea

SHARE
SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE

LIFE
LIFE CONNECT
CONNECT

Grade-appropriate chapter
introductions drawn from typical
experiences of children

Plastic is dangerous for animals. If they eat plastic
by mistake, it can kill them slowly.

Talk to your grandparents and find out how water was
stored in their homes when they were children.

You can help save animals by using less plastic.

A scenario that connects concepts to life skills
or values

TRY
TRY IT
IT YOURSELF!
YOURSELF!

Teaching Questions

Integrated
Learning in
Line with
NCF

Information presented in a
question-answer format as
most of the times children
themselves wonder about
things and ask questions

12

Our family is our first school.

How did you learn to walk?

Find Out

NEW

An end of chapter
comprehensive exercise

Multiple
Chapters

TIME TO
TO REVISE
REVISE 2
2
TIME

Revision modules for
consolidation of concepts

Precipitation: Rain or
snow falling from the
clouds

Constructing
the Main Idea

An application-based
question that taps into
the curiosity of children

TIME
TIME TO
TO PRACTISE
PRACTISE

Evaporation: Water
turning to water vapour

Condensation: Water
vapour cooling and
becoming liquid water
Water scarcity: Not
having enough clean
water for drinking,
washing, growing crops
and so on

Pollution: Releasing
harmful and unclean
things into air, water or
on land

Meanings of new words introduced
in a chapter to build vocabulary

Take a fried papad and gently press it with a napkin.
What do you notice? Take a roasted papad and do
the same.
Fried foods have more oil. Having too much oil is not

Hint:
What do
herbivores eat? What
do carnivores eat?
What will happen if
herbivores don’t get
plants to eat?

healthy. Frying food also destroys the nutrients.

A creative task to enable children to explore and
articulate new knowledge

Chapter
level

RDS
WO

Imagine that all plants stopped making
green leaves.
What would happen to all living creatures?

Your parents or grandparents held
your hand and helped you walk
when you were a baby.

An immediate practice to
help children retrieve and
apply new knowledge

Development
of Critical
Thinking
Skills

DISCOVER
DISCOVER

WHAT DO YOU LEARN FROM WHOM?

PRACTICE

In-text

Activity cues to share personal experiences
and develop communication skills

POINTS
POINTS TO
TO REMEMBER
REMEMBER

A visual map to write ideas and
recognise relationships and
connections within a topic

OBSERVE
OBSERVE AND
AND RECORD
RECORD

Activities that develop scientific
thinking through data collection,
analysis and interpretation

O
P O R TF O LI

Art and craft
activities that
encourage creative
expression

Small experiments to develop the skills of
observation and interpretation

Did you know?

Interesting facts that
generate curiosity about
people and diverse cultures

N
UN
FFU
TIME!
TIME!

Sticker activities to
reinforce concepts and
make learning fun

Collect some dry leaves lying
on the ground. Put a leaf so that
you can see the lower surface.
Put a sheet of paper covering
the leaf. Gently colour over it.
What do you see?

Activities that encourage
self expression and
promote creativity.

LONG,
LONG, LONG
LONG AGO…
AGO…

Information that helps
children connect to the past

Interactive
Experience

Scan code to
view explanatory
audio-visual

13

TEACHER EDITION

WORKBOOKS
Additional practice and assessment sheets for extended practice,
spaced repetition or revision in workbook

2

A complete support guide with ready-to-use printable Teaching Learning
Material and suggestions to create them using simple material

Sharing Feelings
Signs and Expressions

Teaching Learning Material

1) Read the situations and match them to the correct feelings.
Feeling
a)

14

Situation
1) You are praised for sharing things with
your partner.

b)

2) You had a fight with your brother for using your
favourite jacket.

c)

3) You are reading a storybook and suddenly you
hear some strange sounds.

d)

4) All your friends are going for a picnic. You
cannot go because you fall sick.

e)

Mirror

Base 10 blocks

and ca
rdbo

ard

15

icks
m st
a
e
r
Ice c

5) You receive a surprise gift.

Cardboard clock

Sticks

and pla
y clay

2) Fill in the blanks.
to feel their way around when

a) Blind people use a
they go out.
b) Those who cannot hear or speak use

language to communicate.

c) The Braille script used by blind people was developed by
d) Those who cannot hear and speak, look at
understand what is said.
e) Those who cannot see, use the senses of touch and
communicate.
f ) The

Abacus

.

movements to

Rajma seeds

Beads

to

script is read by running fingers on raised dots.
Play money

5
1

TEACHER EDITION

TEACHER EDITION

Learning outcomes listed for all TQs covered in the textbook

1

Wrap-around style where all pages of the textbook are available in the
teacher book, with ready-to-use activity ideas, answer key to all exercises
and other useful information for teachers

Numbers up to 1000
Learning Experience
1. Read out a 3-digit number
and show it using hundreds,
tens and ones blocks.

Learning Outcomes
Teaching Point

Teaching Question

Learning Outcome

Numbers up to 100

What do you know about numbers
up to 100?

Recall numbers up to 100.

How do we read and write a 3-digit number
up to 200?
Numbers up to 1000
How do we read and write a 3-digit number
equal to or more than 200?

16

Write 3-digit numbers and number
names up to 200.
Write 3-digit number names of 200
and numbers greater than 200 but
smaller than or equal to 1000.

What is place value?

Expanding Numbers

What is a 3-digit number made of?

Comparing Numbers

How do we find greater or
smaller numbers?

Compare 3-digit numbers.

What are odd and even numbers?

Recognise even and odd numbers.

Where am I in the line?

Recognise ordinal numbers up to 20.

Numbers
Ordinal Numbers

3. Relate this to the expanded
form of a number. Read
3-digit numbers slowly so
that students can relate it
to the expanded form.

Learning Experience

Identify the place value of numbers
in a 3-digit number.

Place Value

Even and Odd

2. Write different numbers on
the board and ask students
to find how many hundreds,
tens and ones are there in
each number.

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

Write a 3-digit number in the
expanded form.

Common Errors and Misconceptions

2. make errors while finding the place value of digit 0 in a number.
3. cannot spot the digits in a number from their place value.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

H

T

O

H

T

O

1

4

6

4

2

9

Place Value = 6

Place Value = 9

Place Value = 40

Place Value = 20

Place Value = 100

Place Value = 400

H

T

O

H

T

O

1

0

7

6

2

3

Place Value = 7

Place Value = 3

Place Value = 0

Place Value = 20

Place Value = 100

Place Value = 600

Expanding Numbers
17

What is a 3-digit number made of?
152

has

1 hundred, 5 tens, 2 ones

It can be written as: 100

+

50

+

2

E X P A N D E D
F O R M

Now Try This

(1) Write the expanded form of the numbers. The first one is done for you.
926 =

9 hundreds

+ 2 tens

+

6 ones

926 =

900

+ 20

+

6

347 =
347 =
706 =
706 =

3 hundreds
300

+ 4 tens +
+ 40
+

7 ones
7

7 hundreds
700

+ 0 tens +
+ 0
+

6 ones
6

9

8 5 3

Help students who
1. cannot read numbers.

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

(3) Write the number. The first one is done for you.

Show the place value cards and demonstrate how numbers are made up of hundreds, tens
and ones. These are available in the market or you can ask students to make them as a craft
activity. A printable page is given at the end of the chapter.

4. get confused between even and odd numbers.
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